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Preface

I was encouraged to write this book after writing, 26
Steps to Spiritual & Financial Riches—How
Spirituality Led to a $7 Million Gain.
While writing the above book, I found a unique
connection between spiritual and financial richness.
Extremely long-term successful people are dependable,
honest, and highly responsible. There are many books
on the life stories of extremely wealthy people—This
book is different.
I have written what I have found to be the 12 keys to
success, and then I have shown how these keys are
exemplified in the stories of 12 extremely successful
immigrants, all who came to America poor, some not
even knowing English. I have not come across a book
which provides in-depth analysis of the personalities of
these people. There is a lesson to be learned from each
of these self-made billionaires.
How did these individuals and other like them succeed
while so many others born in this great country with far
fewer obstacles were unable?
This book was written to provide answers to these
questions and help unlock the secrets to incredible
success and long-term wealth.
Dr. Harsimran Singh

Dedication
As I picked a pen to write my book’s dedication
President Obama captivated my mind in action
God picked Barack and Michelle from the masses
Educated them topnotch then made them spouses
God gave Obama a wide global vision
Let us pray he succeeds in his mission
Rising from immense adversity and sheer poverty
Obama has become a symbol of hope & equality
I discovered love in Obama’s word n perseverance
And found hope in his decisive action and confidence.
One who can turn dust into gold,
there’s no jeweler like that one.
One who can put life into a sculpture,
there’s no potter like that one.
One who can instill life into a portrait,
there's no painter like that one.
One who loves everyone,
there hasn’t been a president like this one.
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